
CERTIFICATE COURSE

1. Title of the Course : Cryptography and Network Security 

2. Name of the Coordinator : Prof. Selwyn Paul 

3. Number of Hours 90 Hrs. and 3 credits.

Objectives of the course 

The objectives of this course are to: 
1. To understand the fundamentals of Cryptography. 
2. To acquire knowledge on standard algorithms used to provide confidentiality, integrity and 
authenticity. 
3. To understand the various key distribution and management schemes. 
4. To understand how to deploy encryption techniques to secure data in transit across data 
networks. 
5. To design security applications in the field of Information technology.

Introduction    20 hrs. 
introduction to the concepts of Security , Security approaches , Principles of Security , Types of 
Attacks, convention Encryption Model, Steganography, Classical Encryption Techniques, Simplified 
DES, block Cipher principles , The data encryption Standard , The strength of DES, Differential and 
Linear Cryptanalysis block cipher, design principles, Block Cipher modes of operations, conventional 
Encryption Algorithms.

Public key Encryption and Hash functions  12 hrs. 
Public key cryptography , principle of public key crypto systems , RSA algorithm , Key management , 
Diffee Hellman  key exchange , Message authentication and Hash function authentication 
requirements , authentication functions , message authentication codes, Hash functions, Security of 
Hash functions .

Hash & MAC algorithms 15 hrs. 
Introduction, Hash , MD5  message digest Algorithm, SHA -1 , HMAC, Digital signatures, 
Authentication functions, message authentication Codes, hash function, Security for Hash functions.

Network security applications  15 hrs. 
Authentication Applications, KERBEROS, authentication Service , PKI , Electronic mail security , pretty
Good Privacy , S/ MIME , IP security Architecture, authentication header , encapsulating payload, 
combining security associations , key management, web security, SSL an transport layer security 
wireless security.

Intruders, viruses and worms 12 hrs. 



Intruders, intrusion detection, password management, viruses and related threats, distributed denial
of service attack, firewall, design principles, trusted systems, virtual private network (VPN).
 
Practical Sessions 16 hrs.


